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ABSTRACT

Many business today embrace for 

realization improved business performance.  

organizations at  

functional the aim

This study the strategic  

managed retail Mwembe and  

influence on business strengths,  

strategic management. the  

on  

study included factors limit

growth sole identify  

and the growth and investment.

The study the factors influence

delivery.  

this study is useful to as

strategic  

can be used tool The 

sole in town. 

to the size for study. 

was to pick

using  

for Social Sciences (SPSS) for Study 

showed the sole  

study

sole need to plans and
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Definition

refers plans  

which Mwembe competes business.

Corporate which  

should we and one  

advantage.

Refers process  

external which affects business.

the total output from

Mwembe using indicators.

Business engaged Mwembe

The the

objectives

or  

which puts it its

analysis and faced 

business it's Mwembe.



This will the for  

come objectives and the it will also  

study, the  

financial and culture  

literature and and  

place.

 Background

as and 60s  

literature,  

and Drucker. the  

aspects one  

strategy. the various functions  

overall strategy. or  

by  

 

looking the future. his  

and Structure, showed long-term  

structure, direction, focus. He said  

strategy  

books, spanning five decades.  

two important. Firstly, he  

is like ship 

a  

This evolved into by  

(MBO). Drucker, the procedure  

progress should the bottom. 

we 

call capital. the 

“ and for  



which company involved;  

and to existing and potential then  

strategy quarterly to how been  

it needs a new changed 

technology, new or 

a social, or political (Lamb,

It process aimed as a  

environment. are 

engage analysis,  

formulating strategy,  

and strategy The -

consists five tasks:

 a strategic vision future  

will and headed.

 strategic into  

outcomes for the achieve.

 strategy to the

 and and 

 performance and vision, 

direction, strategy,  

changing idea and

 the Problem

a continuous should aim at the 

matched aims 

and  

goals are one decade very  

the town with a  

shops businessmen involved stood 

was growing. once 

centre  

centre longer lucrative business.  



the have doors, others with low once 

shops down to mere shops an  

strategies used succeed pay  

analysis formulate and implement the 

businesses with the environment. The

to assess

reference to shopping Kisii town.

 

 To influence business

 the Sole have  

 To on  

 To strategic in  

 To and on  

 To role Strategic Control on

 

 is the influence business on

2. have Sole Proprietors

 is the and  

on

4. To strategic  

 are and

 is the Strategic Control on



 

study aims establishing impact factors on  

will also the role and  

the growth business. will focus the and  

business  

integrated growth owner managed  

growth market, which highly will the 

locals travel costs to Kisii town to shop since the goods  

will be available.

findings this study will also the  

the various factors influence  

factors by applying  

performance. The findings from can also to 

on business  

grow. findings from will made 

library for the benefits all

 Scope

This study will  

areas. It will all  

owner managed.

 

The to this not to an  

into the influence  

are to  

The some the the  

the co-operate fully information.

Some access. literature

study may also some extent. The  

the likely as some likely to give 



will not reality.  

within and the  

influence responses.



2.0 REVIEW

 Introduction

This reviews literature various who have made  

also the  

framework and the and 

organizational performance. It also  

relationship between and performances.

2.2 

process the  

to both and  

and well as strengths and  

organization.

Successful business upon  

to adapt  

Traditional long-range inward focus and  

historical data, encourage  

and impact (Cope, The  

such any change  

and rate social, 

and Thus, for  

to past and present.

What needed is a both to  

various sectors  

the and  

is this.

Brown (1985) scanning as “ kind to 

scan the and the the

the (1967),  

business managers, as  

lessen the into



the and provide early  

conditions. More specifically, Schon, (1974)  

scanning system:  

social and events important institution.

Defining the opportunities, for implied 

those events, future the  

and and are 

slowing down,

(2001), should 

to understand  

environments. Scanning  

strategies.  

an on  

forecasting, and change

 implementation

Strategic are  

follows;

 formulation

is aimed achieve 

formulation  

lead to The central 

how to  

an informed to success.

analysis,  

internal and  

are set. should  

parallel to some are the short-term on long-term. This 

involves (long term future), mission 

(the organization gives society), corporate



(both financial strategic), strategic unit (both

financial and strategic), tactical objectives.

These should, light the situation analysis,  

plan the details to achieve

This is to as  

where now, you to and  

questions the planning.

2.3.2 Implementation

Strategy a involves

to  

In  

issues be clear, and 

(financial, and a 

chain some structures,  

or groups.

also involves the process. This includes

to and best practices, the the 

variances,  

programs,  

process,

and legacy processes.

work, be a from  

including from the to

level as well as Jones, 2001.



2.3.3 Strategy control evaluation

control special type that  

evaluating business the  

process ensure functions  

performance objectives. the  

strategy important to SWOT the 

strengths, weaknesses, and (both internal and the 

business question. take  

even to change the strategy. and Johnson, 2001.

2.3.3.1 Strategies

can into groups types known 

grand strategies. to  

the the 

strategies). are 

to a by sales,  

mix, coverage. growth involve one  

following: strategy, in the firm  

becoming servicing with  

product line. Vertical integration strategy, to  

 

one suppliers  

Lambo,

strategy is a firm into  

the are  

to operations, strategy the 

and the 

called conglomerate.

When businesses are rate growth they 

decide to a strategy. This strategy involves 

status Such are found small 

stable The a 

income they know, and see need make



2.3.3 Strategy and evaluation

Strategic control a special type organizational control  

monitoring and business performance on the basis  

ensure  

performance Measuring the  

strategy conduct SWOT to out the

strengths, and (both internal the 

business This may  

strategy. 2001.

 

groups known 

as involves  

the status quo or the

scope are

designed to performance, sales, profits, 

mix, coverage. Typical growth involve  

the following: strategy, firm  

very its with limited 

product strategy, firm  

scope  

performed by (backward by  

by a in distribution Lambo,

business strategy firm  

mix. the are

strategy the 

expansion business, the 

When businesses are rate and  

may decide stability strategy. This  

maintenance found small

environments. The a

business that they know, and no need make



financial investment that would required to a 

growth strategy. strategies involve the  

The variable such strategy  

involves the reduction (2005.

Other can engaged strategy,  

firms and  

make the more  

future. are called The  

will allow growth  

some point.

one spin down, sell  

business. The used a  

as by BCG model. Typically,  

and the money  

form  

involves the business  

future business. are and are 

have to This  

as strategy resort, one  

(2004) purpose an is its  

 

strategic. from 

 

to as the  

Strategic how firm intends its Policies  

are 

integrated and with



2.4 Strategie thinking

one definition for strategic  

a slightly moderated and

market place define strategic thinking. sees 

strategic process senior daily 

managerial to gain the  

changing and attempt to make

edge. Poter,

holds systems and  

future and argues it  

vision and perpetual invigoration for and  

thinking use intuition to 

an integrated the  

interpreting, and can 

arrange the information more than one way,  

in process

2001) occur,  

present: the its  

linkages the  

“ out the ” for new ideas and

ideas and While the

Bonn suggests on not 

and  

into future. It and present, 

as all several  

They to and  

forward.

 Strategic business

Business the filed business  

describes the experiences, values  

defined as “the and are  



and groups business that control the  

and outside the business

Senior may try to culture. They to

impose values and standards the 

the business. addition, there will an  

Work-groups have  

quirks and which, an extent, system strong  

said responds to  

Conversely, culture there little  

and control and 

Where culture strong do because  

risk group think.  

Irving

it easy to  

engage are deeply involved in-group,  

strivings unanimity override  

action. This state  

do and is a  

innovative occur, for  

central in business,  

the values,  

is the base identity In  

very happens the time, group. are

turned down seen as a

group, bring conflict. need are 

the status quo bureaucracy,  

ideas Alfred,

2.6 management business

have been as an strategy 

processes. Controls help  

desired outcomes  

It formal, information based used to or 



alter patterns activities, help strategic build 

credibility, the value strategies the  

support change. critically, provide  

within to implemented as well as  

when related are required Lambs Roberts, 

Strategic to make

moderate levels risk because shared the 

making and the  

them.

Successful strategic and control 

the term business 

is refocus the  

allowing to reestablish strategic  

business 2000).

Effective use control top  

for can gain  

advantage markets. Strategic control can be used the 

sharing both and intangible resources  

addition the autonomy  

a result, 

the Strategic 

leadership changes into actions. It  

factor change efforts succeed from fail.

Individuals consistent, even  

viewpoints. defines business and goals, 

creates business. makes and into the 

business social the

the integrity and through

values and identity.

internal and pressure into business 



internal changes. When business lacks leadership, are  

any systems lines. 

The a creative to 

internal  

Jones, 2001).

and highly business  

been forced change the plan, from Strategic  

Leadership. Strategic leadership top 

and line who are and 

the strategy through in structure,  

process, and The 

human resources is good 

strategic  

leaders. links to strategy,  

people, strategy performance. In Strategic  

change to a is the 

survival environment, Taylor, (1995).

 through management

solving. In days  

by in  

desks. They  

suppliers.  

a from could The 

by a book and

influential a Micheal  

introduced including; generic  

value chain, groups, clusters. In the 

shape strategic is like SWOT with 

and purpose. It shows how can forces a

advantage.  

strategy introducing second structure:



strategy, which turn follows industry  

detail the interaction between  

strategies, focus did not 

introduce terms, showed one  

trying position them. He also challenged  

to see industry a firm  

to chain. This forced to 

from the view.  

value eyes final customer.

Industrial best

and concluded firms away from mass 

low standardized products. The seven  

were:

cost, quality,

innovation.

business barriers between layers  

and 

suppliers.

new technology, global focus  

search for best ” involves 

you improve,  

area, studying the and in firm. 

This force for (1989).

2.6.2 SWOT analysis

SWOT a strategic used strategic  

the Strengths, Weaknesses, and involved a  

venture. involves the  

and identifying the internal factors are  



unfavourable to (Humphrey, The SWOT 

to help managers to identify the internal external 

factors that are the come 

within unique value chain. SWOT pieces 

information into Bass (1998):

Internal and internal to the  

factors and the 

business. The factors may viewed as strengths  

upon What may with 

one for may 

include finance, and on.  

factors matters, change, and 

well as  

position. The are a

build  

the market, on  

weaknesses analysis. Strategic  

cost structure, profits,  

 

factors.

Strategic finds invest in  

required analysis.  

this  

employ a this 

information. employ a  

to obtain regards to (Armstrong, 2005).

usefulness in not -

seeking business. may any  

when a objective has been defined. include: -

business, units, individuals.  

used preventive management.



SWOT limit strategies considered addition,

people SWOT might have done an  

planning and ignore such sensible the or 

calculating strategies.

 environmental analysis

(Armstrong, 2005) that the main  

current emerging issues are the  

these and  

He although the used  

firms have the 

for performing such analysis. is to

it

and business success. from  

the to to issues the 

environment, decision makers take  

into account. Similarly, have stated the 

purpose to  

and to incorporate learns into making.

 management planning

should it possible the to the 

vision, mission, values, goals,  

SWOTs etc. the SWOT strategy

as more likely case, or  

themselves. Strategic use SWOTs to 

identify strategies as follows:

avoid threats. The can be filtered and 

basis a realistic plan.  

for into rules 

and mission, etc. can 

a whole such  

plans, can key functional

areas, (Hax vision,



values, goals are not future planning. 

provide benchmarks a historic review. managers find  

develop future strategy for  

measuring success date. be to 

existing vision,  

strategies. Then actual along lines, 

the vision being has the and  

the past why have have  

primary and them as  

followed leaders the  

products/services, operations, finance,  

should examined. strategy  

and actions in key functional such  

been has funded? 

However, view can seen as  

and Strategic leadership should seen  

an ongoing role, bit like view 

such formal leadership. a  

you not leader. To be leader, 

you be convince  

This there leadership leadership. The this 

it sense  

could the group for even On the 

has quite meaning for  

as parents, figures. It argued 

and we 

one turn who is final  

(Robert,

 research

The the field two  

been While roots have been a more referred 

to field  

research,  

the early 



the primary and bases  

history. Early include (1962) and  

(1965) early works took  

perspective (fit between strategy and  

emphasizing internal strengths Perhaps, one  

significant to from 

industrial economies,  

the notion  

well providing foundation for on are 

The  

the on strategic  

framework,  

to More 

focus on firm. While 

it has its roots based

the strategic the and a 

the  

concurrently research leadership,

(process research) view firm.  

are becoming and  

both and unique and  

tools. review the directions, both  

study evolves.



Fig. 2.1: Conceptual



This with the research methodology. It the design, 

target design, sampling  

presentation, and instruments

 

This survey involving

the on  

The study seeks assess, identify  

factors and factors sole  

Mwembe.

was adopted the study  

to the sole  

This is because to 

failure business.

 

Mwembe one the densely centers  

population from whom  

study all  

business based in total list 

from  

Kisii, for

 

the used  

sampling. This adopted  

homogenous

The A  

40 for this study and was from  

from the 425  

one at an interval ten the

was  

area.



 

main instrument was the

for the purpose and for  

who not find time to fill the own. The was 

pre-tested Kisii town to  

being the the study. The

the through at The 

used a from all with 

a information. The personal also the 

to information

and who fill the 

on

The data.  

from respondents secondary was from  

available.

 

The organized, analyzed on study 

objectives descriptive in the tables, 

used infer into

strategic



4.0 FINDINGS AND OF

 

This reports findings the study  

objectives. Responses in  

form tables, This has to 

into effect strategic sole

4.2 RATE

issued to  

This

 

The demographic indicated the  

male 51% The 49% female 

which issue brought 

upfront.

55%

 Male

 Female

Source: Data



AGE OF THE RESPONDENTS

As regards the age noted 

the age between years. involved  

businesses (sole business are 

the ages  

37.5% sample  

ages indicating the  

and the 

people now  

years. below.

respondents

Age group

and above

marital status, the majority involved in  

From 26  

65% sample size. This shows people involved are 

The the  

35% unmarried. The Fig. 4.3.2 a 

this information.

25



Fig 4.3.2 Status respondents

Source: (2009)

OF

The education factored in and  

was the vary from  

The at the level  

the sample size. From the were at 

level involved  

sole business Mwembe.

from the sample the 

the level  

From the have 

level given  

perform better. This shows have  

least some education should them  

can to improve 

The level  

education respondents.



Fig Respondents Level Education

Source: Data (2009)

PERIOD BUSINESS

were study had been in for a

and 20 years.

businessmen had been in to 

by 49%. Those who had  

by 22%.  

for period less  

a period more than This 

businesses and fail The 

in  

have not embraced do not 

objectives goals do have a 

plan and various place. and  

in overall set businesses. The found  

survive for enough can  

stages.



Fig Respondents Business

IN BUSINESS

 years

 years

 

 years

 

Source: Data

TYPE OF BUSINESS

As regards to type it observed the  

engaged in sole are in  

to  

57.5%, 7.5% are 

below.

Type

BUSINESS

Source: Research (2009)



found out that most the businesses retail 

there are small businesses

BUSINESS OF

it was sole  

or as all From 

the observed  

and is business. Only from sample 

90% the  

about. rest do why 

business.

From it have 

education but have been business 

to understand a This  

shown 4.3.3.

Table 4.3.2: about.

As they understand  
business

any knowledge

Source:

4.4 AND BUSINESS

It majority businessmen have plan. 

is essential it  

set This from  

this question.

From population, do or 

have in

But representing 27.5% size  

business plan about. As  

the page.



Business Planning

that most this do last for  

them have business plans. It is  

succeed in business you do have a plan to 

management.

As the purpose  

50% the were the  

business development,  

that the to improve 

But rest the 7.5% the 

 

and findings are

below.

4.4.1: Purpose business

business management

Improve 42.5

stakeholders, needs

Source: Research

30



OF BUSINESS

As regards poor business which covered lack clearly 

set business goals, the

From the sample size, 60% the size  

not agree with the suggestion above. Some  

25% were strongly that poor  

due lack clearly set goals. The  

are from the size 

40 representing know the cause  

performance. These findings are shown the 4.4.2 shown below.

Fig Whether poor a

poor business goals

Source: Research

above, the observed that the not agree 

clearly set goals poor business  



shows how businesses when they strategic  

Setting and them a business

BUSINESS AT

the the business tactic at the 

opinions as explained

55% 

are opinion can business 

high

The eleven representing felt that 

unique can  

success.

The the the  

buying goods for resale selling  

price will business success.

The observed a only survive can  

somewhere a going per  

supply The 4.4.2 indicates  

success.

4.4.2: Tactic

goods

Source:

OF IN

sought to find out how in  

reach it observed as follow.  

 

the the 

were about involving  

performance.



The the  

with businessmen making.

shows the making.

Table 4.4.3: decision making

OF  

15

Source:

From 4.4.3 above, the found out  

decision  

business performance.

From and filled, it

Mwembe are engaged  

play their operations.

the sole from

the size representing in  

observed ten from the  

25% business managers. same 25% 

size is involved

from size 5%  

as planners.

The observed the is  

businesses. goals, and 

is done  

the businesses. the end, the way

because they not embrace More often,  

survive the because are rigid making. 

Table the next page the managed

businesses



4.4.4: Roles businessmen

provide operations 

Manage

Plan

Source:

OF AND 

OF STRATEGY IN BUSINESS

The found that strategy term for the 

who filled the  

the respondents, did a

sample size 40 57.5% 

did business strategy about.  

30% the size did have a  

business.  

size and have  

business. From the was 

from are  

in businesses. findings shown 4.5.  

page. From the interviews one note  

for It was 

also they not any all.  

mission The a  

the

34



Table strategy

Strategy

Have heard strategy  
business

Have but  
practicing

Clearly defined and are 
practicing

Source: Research (2009)

AND

with to achieve, the 

to  

defined with to achieve.

respondents 67.5%.

Twenty (20%)  

that with set 

objectives 12.5%  

sample size agree the above suggestions.  

and 

role as far as  

The found only 20% a 

mission, vision. 80% do not any or vision ignorant. Fig.

 page, shows or 

businesses.



Fig. Whether proprietors have and mission

have  

and

 not mission, 

vision

 

mission, vision  

follow

  

 

mission, vision

Source:

an indication that only

vision the  

can the

to had 

even some  

strategies.

from the observation,  

as the strategy  

them the desired outcomes. 35% sample size.

focus took a share  

30% businesses are the care is best strategy 

to to enable them the



Out the 40 filled the them  

20% the cited business the best  

employ to achieve desired cited  

the best strategy to employ  

the businesses.  

mentioned,  

and focus the best  

The can only the  

totality. 4.5.2 the 

respondents.

4.5.2: Type Strategy

STRATEGY

focus

Source: Data

AT

as  

had mixed feelings as fully 

not all  

tool performance.

 

the  

75% the said They not 

a tool  

business.

25% size the 

opinion fully  

tool businesses. found that 

most the not strategic this a 

gap performance. at closed  



because they do not understand  

about. They do not strategic as tool business 

performance. illustrates findings.

Fig. 4.5.2 strategic

 

a  

 

 

Source: (2009)

4.6 AND 

factors in  

the 57.5% the  

most, which 

was by factors high goods 

and the 5%  

sought to find  

the  

the gave versions. the 

identify internal and and 

businesses but little that 

38



strategie management crucial the businesses.  

below shows the responses the variable.

Environment performance

Source: Research (2009)

Reason for failure

customers

High price

 

regards to and chosen strategy  

and the were the opinion  

it is do by This by  

businessmen representing .By involving  

was seen as the best  

The  

involve  

20%  

only be achieved and had idea all. 

found had  

would the and strategies. 

observations, all had an idea felt 

for the strategy to  

should for the improve performance.  

the next page illustrates the findings.



Fig. Implementation strategy

 STRATEGIC AND AND

and the 

rarely very  

feedback. found  

they all  

by size. Others  

all and are by  

size.  

feedback from and  

strategic and  

the in business performance. a strategy  

businessmen stand the 

the and  

on page, 68% rarely



and evaluation. This shows the at have 

not management performance.

Table 4.8.1: Rate at which businessmen Mwembe

RATE AND

Very

up feedback

monitoring and

perform monitoring and

Source:

OF BUSINESS

businesses to well  

and observed do not the 

businesses. This from from 

the overall, 75%  

opinion out any  

Only representing the sample size

monthly

The the respondents size  

quarterly, are 

Fig. 4.8,2 the page.



Periodic monitoring

When monitoring done

Source: Research

From 4.8.2, found the do 

not businesses. is indication do not 

This gives us reason 

down

OF

On the

and the as follows.

to  

fully  

62.5% the respondents.

who  

37% sample 

size.



Table 4.8.1: satisfied with business

Not

Satisfied 37
Source:

From above, 63%  

BUSINESS

On business  

and lack adequate as  

business performance.

shows how forty

opinion. seven (37.5%)  

business performance;  

on five 

the opinion the high the 

 

5% lack adequate supply and the 

performance.

out faced with 

as they did understand the  

need to strategic  

turn the businesses survive. shows 

the as cited the

4.8.2: Dissatisfaction

CAUSES

47.5

customers

High goods

supplies



Source: Research Data

4.9 CONTROLS AND

and the

have not control  

from the respondents, %  

an important the 

the following case, the  

70%  

business  

at time. A

not business about.

The 2.5% the that out 

to

 the true picture the findings on the issue

business performance.

Audit

as activity

Do
Do business 

Source:

The found as 4.9.1,  

the 97% do  

given the  

not real know are business. This lack  

business performance.



BUSINESS

Business  

perspectives.

The the the  

experienced This 

the who  

Twelve the 30%  

capital the cause the and 3%  

felt the cause would attitude.

diverse seen some as  

by and  

by from  

below, shows

business

skills, poor and  

one From the 
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above, lack business capital 72% and this

confirms why Mwembe are down. A strategy 

enhance business general.

TO BUSINESS

analyzed 4.27 above, in various 

ways business success. the were 

opinion  

on skills. 50% felt that 

is vital  

the opinion that can be with 

support business,  

to curb the above 

and to perform, should engage  

to and inculcate  

by 15% the 

sample size. the did not to say 

about above.

Fig. 4.9.2 limitations

businesses

Source:



FIVE

Introduction

This the summary the and  

for further research.

study was  

carried out sole  

The intended and for 

business is into two 

on (5.1) summary findings  

the role management the  

implementation, and  

dwell on conclusion and research.

 

to the role  

study  

businesses, the 

 

control.

The which pared study laid 

down for this research. into strategy making, 

process five task.

strategic vision the make  

business headed.



 Setting converting strategic vision into specific  

for the business to achieve.

 Crafting strategy to achieve desired outcomes.

 and the strategy effectively.

 and initiating  

term objectives, strategy, or light  

conditions, idea new

a description survey design  

the was assess, and  

and factors influence the sole  

Mwembe.

involved businesses the 425

This accounted for businesses in Mwembe.

Retails, distributors and 40  

was fair 

the forged population.

large sample used 

as instruments. is the  

study.

The individual to then 

agreed upon them  

filled. was using statistics.  

answered, data was results and 

drawn.



5.2. Summary research findings/conclusions

5.2.1. Business planning

The research know businesses  

management were there any business Key the  

obtained showed 72.5% plan at all.  

business represented 27.5% this could pose a the 

business performance.

5.2.2. management

study at finding out  

found out the 

majority understand strategy about. was 

represented 57.5% 30% did not have a  

strategy. wanted to strategic 

can used tool on business and the  

75% said been 

as tool on business performance.

5.2.3. and business

to the reel the 

they them businesses and  

The to ascertain the between 

internal and environment. indicator  



strategic management has not been  

 execution strategy.

study endeavored impact and  

strategy. regards, implementing and a and 

the the best  

to go do themselves. involve a 

any a 

tied at

From the overview and  

been well and that down at 

This has done can  

5.2.5. evaluation

finding out  

success From the 

view, erodent very  

Over 62.9%  

businesses. Businesses are and hard tell  

the

This most businesses because do  

and businesses more as required.
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5.2.6. Controls

business management, controls given upper hand because  

absence, the direction the business thus impacting to 

the overall business performance.

 

the research make the  

 indicated most 70% not  

business. they should  

they can be a plan  

misused vision and  

and  

improvising performance.

 that most are the retail business.  

that it suggested  

should businessmen them with  

boost business. the  

This from  

when was 57.5% are  

and are and others.

 environment, should the 

a conducive and free  

should the This will improve  

and goods business. this case both are 

and acceptable improving the on business.



 The found out businesses, done 

involving businessmen and this represented 62.5% 

respondents. This shows business not  

making compromising the  

that  

done the business because every  

5.4. Suggestions further research

for from and 

the study to looked

 Further need to be done the  

strategic has been  

businesses to identify failures same.

 be done the the  

business performance.
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APPENDICES

SOLE

MWEMBE KISH TOWN

Questionnaire ........................

Please the questions and All  

will be used for only and will treated 

with confidently.

Sex

Age years

Status

Single

Married

Others

..........................................................................................

Level

Secondary

the above



 Period business

6-10

years

years

years  

 Type

Retail

Whole

c)

specify.

 ...............................................................................

you knowledge

   

  

 business

   

  

 What in  

a) improvement 

 

c)  

  

Does have business

a) Yes c) Do not



Which  

business?

Competition 

Lack ..

High purchase prices 

Low profits

business lack set

agree strongly

agree

agree

know

Buying goods 

Selling goods are  

Selling High  

Supplying with unique

Which your business success?

you involve men in on

performance?

a)

your role in

a)

e)

Business  

business  

 

Others ...................

Provide labour
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How you monitor business

at

Monthly

Yearly

Do have to determine level

   c)  

 As a you satisfied with the

   c)  

 No, are you not the

 

 adequate

c) High goods

 adequate  

 

.....................................................................................

 strategic as

a) 

 operate with  

achieve.

 Yes  

 Others

................................................................................................



 Which you employed to you  

outcomes?

 Promotions

 

 Focus

e) ........................................................................................

do you the and

 By employees

 By

 

 

 .........................................................................................

 From and how and

feedback?

Often

 

 

 

 What

  

 

 capital

  

 



23. can identified

success?

 skills 

 financial  

c) 

 appropriate in  

e) ..........................................................................



II

Day Time Time Respondents

9.00a.m-1.00p.m 2.00p.m-4.30p.m

9.00a.m-1.00p.m

9.00a.m-1.00p.m

9.00a.m-1.00p.m



Lawrence

September, 2009

School

P.O. Box 43844-00100

is to am  

pursuing Strategic business 

case sole

The will be used for 

and will as as possible.

involved to attached 

and a period one this 

in the co-operation.

Otundo
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